
 

 
 

 
 
 
14 October 2022 
 
 
Dear parents and carers, 
 

In a change to our normal weekly letter, this week is an article about the staff training we have been undertaking 

to help your child learn more effectively in school. 

We have been focusing on what is known as retrieval practice.  In essence, retrieval practice is the act of students 

recalling learned information from memory with little or no support.  Each time the information is recalled or 

remembered, it changes the original memory and makes it stronger.  It increases the ability for it to be recalled 

and used at a later stage. 

Retrieval practice within the classroom is based on the work of a famous 19th century German psychologist, 

Hermann Ebbinghaus, who tested his memory over various periods of time.  He came up with ‘The Forgetting 

Curve’ which shows that from the moment you learn something new, your brain begins to forget it. This means 

that as students leave a lesson, their minds have already started to delete the really important information they 

have just learnt. The diagrams below show this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The curve shows that on average, learners will forget 90% of new knowledge within the first seven days following 

a lesson. The image on the right represents Ebbinghaus’ discovery that reviewing new information at key points 

on the curve can help you to reduce the rate at which someone typically forgets.  

Every time you practice retrieving information, the rate of decline and forgetting reduces.  The largest drop in 

memory happens just hours after you learn new information.  For students it is essential to go back to material 

within the next few days.  The more you have studied the topic, the longer gaps you can leave between revision 

and reinforcement sessions. 

Retrieval practice focuses on moving learned information from the short-term memory into the long-term store, 

and it is a core element within our school ‘Revise’ strategy from year 7 through to 11. There are many proven 

benefits to this way of learning.  We space this retrieval across the school year.  Spaced repetition and retrieval 

practice work well together. Spaced repetition is a powerful strategy that boosts learning by spreading retrieval 

opportunities out over time so learning moves from the short-term to the long-term memory.  By returning to 

content every so often, students’ knowledge accumulates over time, strengthens further, and the act of recall 

deepens their understanding.   



The feedback which retrieval exercises provide to teachers is invaluable and encourages students to study more. 

Marking of quizzes and retrieval exercises takes place in lessons, further aiding retention whilst identifying any 

gaps in knowledge, allowing for teachers to reteach or address misconceptions as the need arises.  

 It is a proven fact that recalling previously learnt content causes students to learn more from the next episode 

of learning and produces better organisation of knowledge.  It facilitates the recall of previously untested 

teaching and improves and strengthens thought processes and learning.  

Please see below a couple of examples of retrieval exercises which might be carried out in lessons: 

Example 1.  This activity uses dual-coding (images) to prompt memory-recall of key facts or information 

previously taught.  A ‘Picture Prompt’ activity might, for instance, feature in an English lesson.  This example uses 

the text An Inspector Calls and students would be asked to retrieve and note down key quotes or ideas linked to 

the image.  The task allows both student and teacher to identify where there is real strength in memory, and if 

there are any knowledge gaps.  

 

Example 2.  This activity allows students to show exactly how much they know about a specific aspect of their 

learning. Again, it allows students to self-assess how confident they are about a given topic, whilst showing 

teachers where reteach needs to take place.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Unsinkable, absolutely unsinkable.’ Mr Birling talks about the Titanic and shows his 

ignorance. Priestley shows Mr Birling’s opinions are often wrong and presents him as 

ridiculous. 
The Inspector represents Priestley’s views and moral stand point. The Inspector acts as a 

conscience and a judge within the play. He speaks on behalf of Eva Smith who cannot 

speak for herself.  
‘Like bees in a hive’.  

‘We don't live alone. We are members of one body. We are responsible for each other.’ 

Eva Smith dies because she drinks bleach. Priestley chooses a violent end for this young 

woman to show how cruel life might be for a woman of her class. 

‘If men will not learn that lesson, then they will be taught it in fire and blood and 

anguish.’ 

‘Divorced, beheaded, died, divorced, beheaded, survived’ Three legitimate 

children – one illegitimate. 

His final wife, Catherine Parr, outlived him and their marriage. 

Henry the VIII broke from Rome because of four main reasons: money, 

power, religion and succession. Some of the main reasons are linked 

together, one example is succession which is linked to power. 

The monasteries were dissolved in 1536 for financial reasons, however, 

it could be argued that there are many religious and personal reasons 

behind why it happened.  



This year, students will experience regular retrieval practice activities.  In your child’s book you will see evidence 
of this.  Retrieval practice may take many forms including quizzing, dual-coding (the use of images to represent 
facts or information) or labelling activities. Many departments will be setting these exercises as homework 
alongside the teaching which occurs within lessons. You can support from home by regularly checking Satchel 
One and quizzing them on key texts, events or topics within their subjects. 

We hope you find this insight into our own staff training and your child’s learning useful. 

Yours faithfully, 

Kieran Larkin 
Headteacher 
 


